Compu-pliance App

THE SPILL DOCTOR SERVICE PROMISE

The old paper-based checklist approach just isn’t working anymore and in this digital age, now more than ever we have the
ability to utilise measured and quantifiable methods to solve long existing compliance and safety challenges.
We at Spill Doctor exist not to simply to sell safety and spill prevention products, rather to offer our clients modern and ever
increasingly effective ways to manage safety and environmental compliance – to harness the power of emerging digital
workplace technologies and offer you a comprehensive managed software service that equips and supports organisations to
internally solve compliance challenges and responsibilities.
BUT WHERE IN THIS DOES THE ‘SERVICE’ COME IN?
Well, beyond the mobile and desktop device compliance platform, we provide continuous client support - from the initial rollout procedures to helping you effectively manage your ‘live’ system post-setup, we are there, supporting you to ensure you
experience the highest level of customer service possible. Our promise to our clients is to provide the best after sale service possible
– continuously working with and assisting you in optimizing and receiving the most from the platform.
OUR MANAGED SOFTWARE SERVICE OFFERING INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING:
Mobile and Desktop Compliance Management Platform
Client On-Boarding and Roll-Out Support
System Dashboard Monitoring & Incident Alerts
On-going Client System Optimization Support

As always, anything sounds good on paper, so here’s how we ensure the highest service levels possible.
We have established client services teams which consists of account executives, who form relationships with our clients to
capture their experiences within the system and the unique needs of their operation, conveying both to our on-boarding specialists
who then change and enhance the system to our clients bespoke needs.
We love the opportunity to work with our clients, ensuring that their experiences with Spill Doctor always leave them delighted.

